
Ph332, Fall 2018.  A “study guide” for the midterm test on November 1, 2018. 

 

Chapter_One: The theories of light in historical perspective. “Particle-like nature”, and 

“wave-like nature”. Huygens and Newton: which one of them proposed the former 

theory, and which one the latter? Crucial experiments: Thomas Young’s double-slit 

interference: explain the basic set-up  of the experiment, and which theory did it offer 

support  to? (without going into details, we will be talking about them ony after the 

Misterm )Photoelectric effect: what it is. Basic facts,  and the same question. What is the 

current interpretation – dual nature, what does it mean, essentially? There is a special 

symbol restricted for the speed of light – what symbol is it? 

 

In conclusion: Ignore any Chapter One  math when studying for the Mdt., there will be no 

questions about it, and no questions about any dates angular  

 

Chapter_Two: Oscillators. A spring oscillator as a canonical example.  The time period 

T, the frequency f , and the relation between the two (f=1/T).  The Hooke’s Law, and the 

spring constant k. The oscillation frequency of a spring oscillator with a spring of a k 

constant, and a mass m attached to it:   

𝜔 = √
𝑘

𝑚
 

where , the so-called “angular frequency”, is related to the ordinary frequency as  = 

2πf.  

Basic characteristics of waves: speed (v), wavelength (), frequency (f), and period (T), 

angular frequency (.  = 2πf)Be sure that you know  the right units! The relation between 

v, , T, and f  (“Dr. Tom’s triangles”):  

𝑓 =  
1

𝑇
;   𝑣 =  

𝜆

𝑇
=  𝜆 × 𝑓 

 

The equation of wave motion: 

∆𝑦 = 𝐴 sin (
2𝜋

 𝜆
𝑥 − 𝜔𝑡) 

Speed: take, for example, a sound wave, for instance -- the speed of sound in air is about 

340 m/s. Are the air particles movin g with such speed, or it is something else that travels 

that fast? What type of motion do air molecules undergo when sound passes through 

air? Is a “medium” necessary for the propagation of a wave? What  waves do not need a 

medium?  

 

Phase relationship between two waves: what does it mean that waves are “in phase”, 

“phase shifted by a quarter wavelength”, “out-of-phase”?  

 

Chapter_03: On Pages 1-5 there is much about wavefronts – but this material has been 

written more “FYI”, than with the intention to use it in tests or examinations. The really 

important thing is the definition of a a ray. Keep in mind that a ray is not  a real thing, 

it’s rather an abstract idea. A good “non-nonsence” definition is given in this Web site:  

http://zonalandeducation.com/mstm/physics/light/rayOptics/rayOptics1.html 

http://zonalandeducation.com/mstm/physics/light/rayOptics/rayOptics1.html


Here is what they say: There are several ways to think about light in physics. One very useful 

way is to think of it in terms of rays. That is, to imagine light to be traveling in very narrow pencils, 
or beams. When you do that, we say that you are modeling light as rays. This method allows one 
to develop an understanding of several light phenomena including common reflections and 
refractions. It is called the study of ray optics. 
 Another good source, giving a  “more formal” definition of a ray, is here: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_(optics) : A light ray is a line or curve that is perpendicular 

to the light's wavefronts of ray optics.  A curve? Yes, in some special circumstances a ray 

may not be a straight line – but forget about that, for now think of rays as  lines that may 

change their directions when reflected or refracted, but otherwise are straight.  

 

Also,  good definition ns of wavefronts and of light rays are given in the article by 

Pedrotti: http://spie.org/Documents/Publications/00%20STEP%20Module%2003.pdf ,  

(the link is also in Chapter 03) on Pages 77-78. What I mean by “good”? Good enough 

for the midthe erm test, there is no need to spend much more time than is needed for 

reading (and understanding!) the said two pages. 

 

More important is understanding how to work with rays. 

 

Number one, the laws of reflection. Then, the laws of refraction – the latter  are really 

important! The Snell’s Law (the Eq. 3.3 from Ch. 03, page 11, really is). This equation 

also defines the refractive index, which is the ratio of the propagation velocity v1of light in 

the material the light comes from, to the propagation velocity v2 in the material the light enters. 

 

The refractive indices of a large number of transparent media are cataloged, and such lists 

can be found, e.g., in numerous Web pages. It has to be kept in mind that the n values 

given in such tables always refer to light incident from vacuum. In other words, if vmat 

is the speed of light in the medium, then the nmat value listed in the table is  nmat = c/vmat . 

Therefore, the value of n for a given material also allows you to quickly find the speed of 

light in this material, v = c/n.  

 

The refraction: the angle of incidence θi, angle of refraction θr. With respect to what are 

they measured?  

 

If impinging not from vacuum, but from material A and entering material B,   sinθi /sinθr 

= vA / vB . But refractive indices are never given for pairs of material, they are always 

given for the “from vacuum to the material’’ situations. But if we need to consider 

passage not from vacuum, but from one material to another, then what? Since vA=c/nA, 

vB=c/nB, the refractive index you need is vA / vB = (c/nA)/( c/nB ) = nB/nA . An example 

how to handle such a situation is given at the top of Page 12 in Chapter 03. 

  

The Huygens Principle (HP) – it will be used again after the midterm, so the 

problems/questions related to HP will be left for the final exam (perhaps). 

 

 

The principle of reversibility. What does it say?  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_(optics)


Based on this principle, we conclude that if light exits  a material into vacuum,  then  sin 

θr / sin θi = n . Or, one can rewrite it as sin θi  = n sin θr  . So, when  sin θr  becomes 

larger than 1 / n , the left side of this formula would become greater than one – an a sine 

cannot be greater than one!  Threfore, refraction is no longer possible – what happens 

to the ray, if it cannot exit to vacuum? What is that phenomenon called?  The angle of 

incidence for which  

sin θi  = 1/ n  has a special nae  -- what is it called? The critical angle for total internal 

reflection, right?  Be sure that you can determine its value, if you know the refractive 

index of the medium in question.  

 You may skip the two following paragraphs if you are familiar with calculators: 

 Also, be sure that you know how to solve the following problem: If, say,  sinθ = 

0.6, what is the value of θ ?This problem can be solved by using the “sin-1”  function that 

most calculators have, even relatively simple ones. If the calculator has keys labeled 

“sin”, “cos”, “tan”,  than it for sure can also calculate the inverses to these functions. A 

simple non-nonsense definition of an inverse function is: an inverse function is a function 

that undoes another function. 
 In some calculators  the “sin-1” tag is placed above the “sin” key, and you activate 

this function by depressing the “2nd” key first, and then the “sin” key – and if there is no 

“sin-1” tag, above the “sin” key, then your calculator most probably has an “INV” key, 

and, after keying in a number,  then by depressing “INV” first and “SIN” next you get the 

inversed sine.  Here is a simple test for checking if you can use the inverse sine correctly: 

Insert 30.0, then depress “SIN”,  and you should get 0.5; next, depress  “INV” and “SIN” 

(or “2nd” and “SIN”) and you should get 30.0 back. Enter 60 and SIN, and you should get 

0.866025…. , and “INV+SIN” should  return 60.0. 

 

It is strongly recommended to read Section 3.6.2, starting on Page 16  in Chapter 02!  

 

Also, it is recommended to “read with understanding” the Section 3.8, startin at Page 21. 

About a fish, or a diver at the bottom of a lake, looking straight up: what will she see? 

(assuming that the water surface is perfectly smooth). The three illustrations at the bottom 

of Ph332 Web Page,  + the principle of reversibility will help you to answer this 

question (if you did not listen to what Dr. Tom said in class). If you are still in doubt, 

why not to use internet resources to get help? In google, type in: “total internal reflection” 

+ “underwater observer looking up”, first with quotation marks, then without them, and 

you should get links to Web documents in which the problem is discussed. 

 

It is strongly recommended to read Section 3.6.2, starting on Page 16  in Chapter 02!  

 

 

Chapter_04.  Practical ray tracing skills, and the ability of making  calculations using  

the “lens equation”: 
1
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=
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are crucial. 

 



In particular, interpreting the results. In ray tracing, when a real image is created? When 

the rays converge in a single point. And what if the rays are divergent? If we extrapolate 

them “backwards”, and the extrapolated lines intersect, then we get a virtual image.  

 

And from calculations? A real image occurs when the calculated di is positive, and a 

virtual, when  it is negative. 

 

“Enlarged or reduced”, and “Two or more lenses with a common symmetry axis” – 

please read carefully the two subsections, starting at Page 12. 

 

 

Good ray tracing tutorial in the Web: 

http://users.wfu.edu/matthews/courses/tutorials/RayTrace/RayTracing.html 

 

A complete solution of the ray-tracing exercise we did in class (as the Quiz #3), together 

with lens-equation based calculations, can be found in the Power Point which should 

open if you click on the link below: 

http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~giebultt/COURSES/ph332/Ph332_5.pdf 

 

 

Additional challenge (no need to read -- only for those who love challenges): move the 

second lens closer to the first one, so that it’s not 15 cm, but only 10 cm from the first 

lens – where is the image now, and is it real, or virtual? Try ray-tracing and calculations 

as well. Now, move the second lens even closer, so that it’s only 5 cm from the first one – 

and again, do ray-tracing and calculations. 

 

Chapter_05 :  Optical devices. Photographic camera, main components. Explain what 

`focusing the camera’ (sometimes called “bringing objects into focus”) means, and how it 

is done. What image type is created in the camera? 

 

 Magnifying glass – what type of image does it produce? Where should the object be 

located? What is the meaning of the “near point”? 

 Lateral magnification – what’s the meaning of? What does it mean if the lateral 

magnification is negative? How can the lateral magnification be calculated, if you know 

the values of xo and xi ?  Try to derive a general formula for lateral magnification, for xo  

 And f  as input data.   

 In the formula for the magnifying power of a “manifying glass” at one point there 

is “25 cm”, where comes it from? What is the “optical  power” of a lens and what’s  its  

unit? 

For calculating the optical power  of a lens in dioptres,  one should take the focal length, 

hose, 

 

Lateral magnification, and angular magnification. When is it appropriate to talk about 

lateral magnification? Why is lateral magnification irrelevant in certain cases, and why is 

it the angular magnification that really matters? Angular units: degree, arc minute, arc 

second. Refracting telescope, how is it built, and what is its angular magnification? 

http://users.wfu.edu/matthews/courses/tutorials/RayTrace/RayTracing.html
http://www.science.oregonstate.edu/~giebultt/COURSES/ph332/Ph332_5.pdf


In order to build a telescope with a high angular magnification, what combination of the 

focal length fo of the objective lens and the focal length fi of the eyepiece lens would be 

the best: 

 Small fo  and small fe ? 

 Large fo  and small fe ? 

 Small fo  and large fe? 

 Large fo  and large fe? 

 

What is the overall length of a refracting telescope? They are usually pretty long – why? 


